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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 

 

 

Essential Reliability Services and the   ) 

Evolving Bulk-Power System –    )  Docket No. RM16-6-000 

Primary Frequency Response    ) 

 

 

ADVICE OF THE WESTERN INTERCONNECTION REGIONAL ADVISORY BODY  

ON THE REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS 

 

 

 

I. Introduction and Summary 

The Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body (“WIRAB”)1 appreciates the opportunity 

to submit advice to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“Commission”) on the Request for 

Supplemental Comments in Docket No. RM16-6-000, issued on August 18, 2017.2 On November 17, 

2016, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NOPR”) that, among other things, 

proposed to revise the Commission’s regulations to require all newly interconnecting large and small 

generating facilities, both synchronous and nonsynchronous, to install and enable primary frequency 

response capability as a condition of interconnection.3  

In the NOPR, the Commission proposes to modify the pro forma Large Generator Interconnection 

Agreement (“LGIA”) and pro forma Small Generator Interconnection Agreement (“SGIA”) to require all 

new large and small generating facilities – both synchronous and non-synchronous – interconnecting with 

                                                           
1 WIRAB is authorized, pursuant to Section 215(j) of the Federal Power Act, to provide advice to Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (“WECC”), the Electric Reliability Organization (“ERO”) (i.e., NERC), and the Commission on 

whether proposed reliability standards and the governance and budgets of the ERO and WECC are in the public interest, and 

on any other topic upon which the Commission requests guidance. 
2 Notice of Request for Supplemental Comments re: Essential Reliability Services and the Evolving Bulk-Power System – 

Primary Frequency Response under RM16-6 (issued August 18, 2017) RM16-6-000 
3 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking re: Essential Reliability Services and the Evolving Bulk-Power System – Primary 

Frequency Response under RM16-6 (issued November 17, 2016) RM16-6-000 
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a LGIA or SGIA to install, maintain and operate equipment capable of providing primary frequency 

response as a condition of interconnection. The Commission also proposes to establish certain operating 

requirements, including maximum droop and deadband parameters in the pro forma LGIA and pro forma 

SGIA, for new generating facilities other than those regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

The Commission does not propose to impose a headroom requirement for new generating facilities nor 

mandate that new generating facilities receive compensation for complying with the proposed NOPR 

requirements. 

In the Request for Supplemental Comments on the NOPR, the Commission seeks supplemental 

comments related to whether and when electric storage resources should be required to provide primary 

frequency response, and the costs associated with primary frequency response capabilities from small 

generating facilities. 

 

II. Background 

WIRAB consists of representatives appointed by the Governors of the Western states and Premiers 

of the Western Canadian provinces and Mexico. WIRAB previously commented4 on the Commission’s 

Notice of Inquiry (“NOI”),5 issued February 18, 2016 in this docket, as well as the resulting NOPR. 

Although current studies of the Western Interconnection do not indicate that there is a shortage of primary 

frequency response6, WIRAB supports the Commission’s proactive and reasonable approach to ensure 

adequate primary frequency response is available in the future.7  

                                                           
4 Advice of WIRAB on the NOI re: Essential Reliability Services and the Evolving Bulk-Power System – Primary Frequency 

Response under RM16-6 (filed April 25, 2016) RM16-6-000 
5 Notice of Inquiry re: Essential Reliability Services and the Evolving Bulk-Power System – Primary Frequency Response 

under RM16-6 (issued February 18, 2016) RM16-6-000 
62016 Frequency Response Annual Analysis; NERC; (September 2016); available at: 

http://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/Documents/2016_FRAA_Report_2016-09-30.pdf  
7 Advice of WIRAB on the NOPR re: Essential Reliability Services and the Evolving Bulk-Power System – Primary 

Frequency Response under RM16-6 (filed January 24, 2017) RM16-6-000 

http://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/Documents/2016_FRAA_Report_2016-09-30.pdf
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III. Recommendations  

WIRAB offers the following high-level comments for the Commission’s consideration:  

 

A. Electric Storage Resources 

(1) The Commission should ensure that primary frequency response capability requirements 

for electric storage resources are comparable to requirements adopted for all new 

generating facilities. 

WIRAB supported the Commission’s proposed requirements for new generating facilities 

to install, maintain, and operate a governor or equivalent controls. Electric storage resources 

should have the same requirement to install, maintain and operate equivalent controls.  New 

electric storage resources should not be subject to more (or less) stringent requirements than 

any other new generating resource. Electric storage resources have slightly different operating 

characteristics than a typical generator, but ensuring these resources have primary frequency 

response capability is crucial.  Like other inverter-based resources (e.g., wind/solar), some 

electric storage resources (e.g., batteries) can provide fast frequency response. 

The Commission should not establish a different interconnection requirement for electric 

storage resources unless there is a meaningful difference in operational performance. Primary 

frequency response resources are used to immediately curb frequency deviations and to help 

maintain a stable frequency until secondary frequency response resources are able to redispatch 

and restore frequency to within the normal operating range. In most instances, the ability of 

electric storage resources to respond to a grid event and provide primary frequency response 

depends upon the state of charge of the resource at the time when the service is required.  Not 
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all electric storage resources are capable of providing sustained secondary frequency response 

due to the energy limitation or state of charge of the resource. The issue in this proceeding is 

primary frequency response and not secondary frequency response.  Electric storage resources 

should have the same primary frequency response capability requirement as all other resources. 

 

(2) The Commission should alter the list of examples of possible exemptions for providing a 

“sustained response” to sustained frequency deviations to include “energy limitation”. 

The Commission already provides exemptions in the pro forma LGIA and pro forma SGIA 

to providing timely and sustained response due to operational constraints of a generator. 

Therefore, the Commission does not need to provide a special rule for electric storage resources 

to be able to provide timely and sustained response due to operational characteristics of electric 

storage resources. In the NOPR, the Commission proposes to modify section 9.6.4.2 Sustained 

Response in the pro forma LGIA and section 1.8.4.2 Sustained Response in the pro forma SGIA 

to provide exemptions to the Sustained Response requirements for “certain operational 

constraints, including, but not limited to, ambient temperature limitations, outages of 

mechanical equipment, or regulatory requirements.”8 

Electric storage resources are energy limited, but so are other resources. For example, a 

wind resource may be limited by the prevailing wind or a natural gas resource may be limited 

by gas draw from the pipeline.  These resources are energy limited and may be unable to move 

up during a frequency excursion due to lack of available fuel. Storage resources are inherently 

energy limited due to the resources’ state of charge and only so much energy can be stored for 

later discharge. Energy limitation is an operational constraint of a resource and should fall under 

                                                           
8 NOPR, 157 FERC ¶ 61,122 at PP 52, 53. 
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the same exemptions as a mechanical equipment outage, ambient temperature limitation, or 

regulatory requirement. The Commission should clarify that all energy limited resources can 

be exempt from the Sustained Response requirements due to energy limitations as an 

operational constraint by altering the list of examples of possible exemptions in section 9.6.4.2 

Sustained Response in the pro forma LGIA and section 1.8.4.2 Sustained Response in the pro 

forma SGIA to include “energy limitation.” 

To provide clarity, section 9.6.4.2 Sustained Response in the pro forma LGIA and section 

1.8.4.2 Sustained Response in the pro forma SGIA should be amended as follows: 

9.6.4.2 (1.8.4.2) Sustained Response. Interconnection Customer shall ensure that the 

Large (Small) Generating Facility’s real power response to sustained frequency 

deviations outside of the deadband setting is provided without undue delay, and ensure 

that the response is not inhibited, except under certain operational constraints 

including, but not limited to, ambient temperature limitations, outages of mechanical 

equipment, energy limitations, or regulatory requirements. The Large (Small) 

Generating Facility shall sustain the real power response at least until system frequency 

returns to a stable value within the deadband setting of the governor or equivalent 

controls. 

 

(3) The Commission should only impose requirements for all new resources, including 

electric storage resources, to have the capability at interconnection to provide primary 

frequency response.  

Not all resources need to provide primary frequency response all the time and approximately 
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30 percent of the resources operating in real-time need to provide primary frequency control.9 

Compared to a synchronous generating resource, non-synchronous electric storage resources, 

such as batteries, can remain connected to the grid and online without actively charging or 

discharging with the grid. For example, the electric storage resource may be at full charge, but 

in standby mode and waiting to discharge when prices are advantageous or, vice versa, the 

electric storage resource may be fully discharged and waiting until it is beneficial to charge. 

Although an electric storage resource may be online and have zero output, the utility should not 

necessarily expect, in this situation, for the resource to respond to a frequency deviation. In the 

NOPR, the Commission is only proposing to require new resources to install, maintain and 

operate equipment capable of providing primary frequency response as a condition of 

interconnection and not necessarily enable the resource to respond. It would not be just and 

reasonable to require an electric storage resource to enable primary frequency response while 

in standby mode when other resources are not subject to a similar requirement.   

 

B. Small Generating Facilities 

(4)  The Commission should ensure all new generating facilities, both large and small, have 

the capability to provide primary frequency response.  

The generation resource mix is changing and in some cases, large generating facilities are 

being replaced with smaller, more distributed resources. It is important that, when generation 

resources retire, they are replaced by resources that are capable of providing primary frequency 

response. Costs for smart inverters (which enable non-synchronous resources to provide, among 

                                                           
9 Eto, J. et al.; Use of Frequency Response Metrics to Assess the Planning and Operating Requirements for Reliable 

Integration of Variable Renewable Generation; LBNL; (December 2010); available at: 

https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/reliability/frequencyresponsemetrics-report.pdf  

https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/reliability/frequencyresponsemetrics-report.pdf
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other things, primary frequency response) have declined in cost over the past five years and the 

inverter accounts for about five percent of the total cost of a utility scale solar facility.10 In 2013, 

when smart inverters were new to the market, the difference in cost between a traditional 

inverter and a smart inverter were on the order of magnitude of less than one percent of overall 

project cost.11 It is now standard practice to install a smart inverter for all utility scale, non-

synchronous resources because operational changes and updates can simply be made via 

software updates.  

In the NOPR, the Commission is not proposing requirements for any existing resources to 

retrofit inverters or governor controls so they have the capability to provide primary frequency 

response. The Commission’s proposed requirements would apply only to new resources. If the 

Commission ultimately determines that small generating resources may experience 

disproportionate cost impacts associated with requirements to ensure the capability to provide 

primary frequency response, the Commission should allow utilities to establish an exemption 

process in SGIAs that allow small generators, who can provide a demonstration of 

disproportionate costs, to be exempt from primary frequency response capability requirements. 

The utilities would administer the exemption process subject to State and Commission 

oversight. The Commission and States should be cautious in allowing an exemption process 

without completely understanding the amount of legacy equipment that is on the system that is 

not primary frequency response capable. 

 

 

                                                           
10 U.S. Solar Photovoltaic System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2016; NREL; pp. V, 8-12; (September 2016); Available at: 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/66532.pdf  
11 Mike Niggli; Smart Inverters Worth the Cost; T&D World; (September 2013); http://www.tdworld.com/generation-

renewables/smart-inverters-worth-cost#_ftn1  

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/66532.pdf
http://www.tdworld.com/generation-renewables/smart-inverters-worth-cost#_ftn1
http://www.tdworld.com/generation-renewables/smart-inverters-worth-cost#_ftn1
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IV. Conclusion 

WIRAB appreciates the Commission’s proactive approach to ensuring system reliability in the 

United States. With the rapidly changing resource mix in the Western Interconnection, planning now for 

the future resource mix is vital to maintaining a reliable grid at reasonable cost. WIRAB also appreciates 

the Commission’s recognition that electric storage resources and small generating resources can be 

valuable in providing primary frequency response. 

 

 

(Signature Block on the Following Pages)  
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Respectfully Submitted, 

      /s/ Janea Scott 

      Janea Scott 

Chair 

Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body 

      1600 Broadway, Suite 1700 

      Denver, CO 80202 

      janea.scott@energy.ca.gov  

 

 

/s/ David Clark 

      David Clark 

Vice Chair  

Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body 

      1600 Broadway, Suite 1700 

      Denver, CO 80202 

      drexclark@utah.gov  
 

 

/s/ Maury Galbraith 

      Maury Galbraith 

Executive Director 

      Western Interstate Energy Board;  

Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body 

      1600 Broadway, Suite 1700 

      Denver, CO 80202 

      (303) 573-8910 

      mgalbraith@westernenergyboard.org 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon each person designated 

on the official service list compiled by the Secretary in this proceeding. 

 

Dated at Denver, CO this 10th day of October, 2017. 

 

     /s/ Eric Baran 

Eric Baran 

Engineer / Reliability Analyst 

 Western Interstate Energy Board; 

Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body 

     1600 Broadway, Suite 1700 

     Denver, CO 80202 

     303-573-8910  

     ebaran@westernenergyboard.org 
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